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#GrowingHeartsAndMinds

Who we are

  

Creating 
choice 
and
opportunity

OUR VISION

Growing Hearts and Minds

OUR MISSION

To be a catalyst for contagious joy by providing bridges of hope for life-altering positive 
change by investing in children through quality education.

OUR GOALS

• To identify and collaborate with Friends and Donors with common passions  
 and connect them with our programmes and initiatives to experience the  
 contagious joy of giving. 

• To expand our Early Childhood Development Programme to ensure more  
	 young	children	receive	quality	age-appropriate	education	within	their	first		
 1000 Days (5 years) and beyond.

• To engage with our community by sharing knowledge, building partnerships  
 and thereby uplifting the Pre-Schools.

• To expand our iThemba Scholars Programme to broaden the opportunity  
 for previously disadvantaged boys and girls to attend Waterfall Schools  
 and to guide them through their educational journey. 

• To continue to support our iThemba foster children in our Esther Model with  
 their schooling and living costs up to Grade 12 level by providing   
 professional support.

•	 To	 continue	 creating	 an	 indigenous	 haven	 for	 flora	 and	 fauna	 on	 the	 
 iThemba Campus.

• To ensure the organisation is sustainable over the long term and to  
 prioritise effective communication with our Friends and Donors. 

Overview
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OUR STORY AND FOCUS

Overview
#OurFocus

Let’s be
a catalyst 

for 
contagious

joy

FOCUS ON iTHEMBA PILLARS 

In 2003, a dream came to fruition when Hillcrest residents Danie and Judy van den 
Heever’s	aspirations	to	facilitate	significant	change	for	the	youth	in	the	Valley	of	1000	
Hills area was realised. Through faith, a strong calling to make a difference and the 
support of key donors, they established the accredited public benefit (18A), non-
profit organisation Focus on iThemba. iThemba means ‘hope’ in isiZulu and through 
incredible teamwork, passion and the kindness of the human spirit, this ‘place of hope’ 
has	benefiited	many.

Danie, a successful businessman and executive CEO, is involved on a voluntary 
basis and his strategic skills have been instrumental in ensuring that Focus on iThemba 
has a sustainable impact on the surrounding community. This place of hope was built 
on the values to raise leaders who will have a positive impact on future generations to 
come.

The	41-acre	iThemba	Campus	sits	adjacent	to	Embo	Valley	and	is	ideally	situated	for	
working with previously disadvantaged children in the rural area of Hillcrest.  Over the 
years and observing the need in the community, the direction of the NPO has shifted to 
shining a light more to education. Today the vision is to “Grow Hearts and Minds’ by 
investing in children through quality education, resulting in life-altering positive 
change.

The two main pillars which steer and root our NPO are elevating Early Childhood 
Development Programme and the life-changing iThemba Scholars Programme. 
In addition the team continue to support the remaining iThemba foster children in our 
Esther Model. The positive impact of these core programmes is truly inspiring and 
together we are motivated to continue making a tangible difference as we Grow Hearts 
and Minds.

Founders Danie and Judy 



#MyFirst2000Days

Early Childhood Development

ECD 
is
Everyone’s
Business

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

Focus on iThemba believes in the power of education and more research is highlighting the 
significance	of	the	first	five	years	of	a	child’s	life	in	terms	of	crucial	brain	development	which	lays	
the foundation for the rest of their lives. Research also suggests that one of the greatest returns of 
investment in education is in the Early Childhood Development area.
 
Our sustainable ECD Programme is to ensure children receive quality age-appropriate education 
within	their	first	2000	days	and	beyond.	We	currently	work	alongside	ten	Pre-Schools	in	the	Valley	
of 1000 Hills and Molweni areas to help facilitate the best start for these 650 boys and girls. Our 
implementation plan aims to provide quality ECD related training to principals and teachers, as 
well as on-going support and mentorship through the expertise of our ECD Monitor. We facilitate 
transformation	through	infrastructure	improvements	and	find	tremendous	value	in	the	relationship	
we have with dynamic partners who offer support in providing age-appropriate toys and classroom 
equipment and nutrition.
 
The 1st of August 2019 marked an important milestone in the lives of many as it denoted the 
official	 opening	 celebration	 of	 Bonisiwe	 Gwala’s	 newly	 upgraded	 Pre-School,	 Entokozweni,	
located in an area called Kwa-Nqetho, just 5kms outside of Hillcrest. Over 60 guests, including the 
Chief of Kwa-Nqetho, Mr. Mbengu, wore bright joyful colours and came together to celebrate the 
true power a collaborative dream. We are exceptionally grateful to all the stakeholders involved in 
this transformation project and for supporting our vision of Growing Hearts and Minds.
 
Our life-changing iThemba Scholars Programme, through which selected children from our 
partnering Pre-Schools are offered scholarships to attend Waterfall Schools, has been life-
changing for all our scholars and their families . For 2020, twelve children spanning Grades 000 
to 6 are being supported within the programme and receive quality, holistic education where they 
can enjoy the freedom to unearth their potential. Focus on iThemba has an ambitious masterplan 
of supporting 30 scholars in the programme by the year 2029.

EMPOWERING AND UPLIFTING

#TheValue
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5 REASONS WHY ECD IS IMPORTANT

3

4

First 2000 days of a child’s life are the most formative 
for	the	human	brain	-	Brains	are	built	not	born1
Brain	development	is	vital	in	determining	a	
child’s learning speed and capacity.2
Children	who	receive	sufficient	ECD	better	learn	and	retain
foundational skills and knowledge to help them succeed in future

Investment in Early Childhood Development lays the 
foundation for a prosperous and sustainable society

David	has	enjoyed	his	first	year	of	formal	employment5 ECD builds the intellectual, physical and emotional scaffold for 
all future investments in human capital
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iThemba Scholars Programme
#DeepGiving

LIFE-ALTERING POSITIVE CHANGE

Three	board	members	who	steer	Focus	on	 iThemba	sit	on	 the	Waterfall	Schools	Board	 to	
ensure the overlapping philosophies of investing and prioritising growth through education are 
kept in focus. From 2016 the iThemba Scholars programme was initiated where scholarships 
are offered to attend Waterfall Schools to learners from our ECD partners who demonstrate 
the potential to thrive academically. Located on our iThemba Campus, Waterfall Schools, 
encompassing Waterfall Pre-Primary, Waterfall Preparatory and Waterfall College, offer 
quality education from 12 months to Grade 12. 

These co-educational independent centres of excellence provide quality holistic education 
with a caring, innovative, personalised approach interwoven with Christian values, 
community outreach initiatives and affordability. In 2019 we supported ten boys and girls 
from Grade 000 to Grade 5 level. The Fund aims collectively to support two new children 
annually and ultimately the aim is to have 30 scholars in the programme - two per grade. 
From 2020, we are excited to share that two new scholars will be joining our programme at 
Grade 000 level (age 3 turning 4) at Waterfall Pre-Primary. This will ensure the children have 
added opportunity to converse in English and thrive at later schooling. 

 

15
YEARS OF SUPPORT

Through a stringent selection process 
involving Principal, Head Teacher, Focus 
on iThemba’s ECD Monitor, Team 
Leader and Social worker, learners who 
demonstrate the potential to thrive 
academically are selected from our 
partnering Pre-Schools to join our 
life-changing iThemba Scholars 
Programme. These little ones begin 
their journey at Waterfall Schools in 
Grade 000 (age 3 – 4) and are 
supported within the programme until 
Grade 12.

A dynamic independent, co-educational 
day high school, Waterfall College aims 
to provide specialist tuition for our 
scholars in a happy, stable yet disciplined 
environment, from Grade 8 to Matric. 
Tremendous benefit is found in the value 
of small classes, ranging from 14 to 24, in 
that our scholars are able to receive 
individual attention allowing them to 
flourish.

WATERFALL
PRE-PRIMARY

Our iThemba Scholars enter the 
programme at age 3 where they receive 
quality education supported by 
professional staff who are equipped to 
develop each little person’s confidence, 
concentration and age-appropriate life 
skills. This hands-on approach ensures 
that our scholars have the freedom to 
play and learn in a secure loving 
environment.

WATERFALL
PREPARATORY

WATERFALL
COLLEGE

Starting their Primary schooling in Grade 
R, our scholars benefit from the value of 
holistic, quality education tied with a 
caring, innovative, personalised 
approach to learning. The Prep offers 
learning support right up to Grade 7.
 

a place of hope
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Focus on i�emba Scholars’ 
Educational Journey at Waterfall Schools

[12 Months to Grade 00]

[Grade R to Grade 7][Grade 8 to Grade 12]

[10 Partnering Pre-Schools]
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1EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME 

QUALITY EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY



#FoundationOfLove

iThemba Kids and Fledglings

Love 
and 
support

iTHEMBA HOMES 
 
For 15 years, Focus on iThemba has been involved with cluster foster care for 
orphaned and vulnerable children. From 2016 the iThemba Homes concept was 
adapted into the Esther Model. This model allows families who wish to foster an 
iThemba child to do so in their own home. iThemba provides professional support 
for	the	family	through	our	Social	Worker,	Lunga	Mazeka,	and	the	funds	required	for	
education, clothing and food. Our original iThembaKids (foster children) have mostly 
completed	their	schooling	with	a	few	finishing	their	Grade	12	studies.	 

Update on our Fledglings:
2019 has seen a year of growth for all three of our Fledglings. Focus on iThemba 
continues	 to	 rent	a	flat	 for	Marcus	and	Zamani	 in	Pinetown	(10	minutes	 to	Varsity	
College Westville Campus) and Mbali (Tracey) is in student accommodation in 
Durban North, situated conveniently close to her varsity campus.
 
Update on iThembaKids:
Lunga meets regularly with the foster parents and children to access their social, 
emotional and academic progress. These children include Jessica (Grade 7 Waterfall 
Prep),	Mine	(Grade	10	-	Northwood	Boys	High),	Pene	(Grade	11),	Noks	(Grade	12	-	
Waterfall College) and Percy (Grade 12 - Waterfall College). At the end of September, 
Pene enrolled in a homeschool, LKC Academy of Learning, based in Gillitts. We 
continue to fundraise to support these families and to ensure these special children 
and	our	fledglings	receive	quality	educational	and	emotional	support.

5 REASONS TO SMILE IN 2019:

GROWING HEARTS 
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Five children are receiving quality schooling1
Four	young	adults	are	benefiting	from	further	studies	at	
Varsity	College	2
Our Social Worker, Lunga, is so encouraged by the potential of 
these children 

Noks and Percy will matriculate this year

David is thriving in his formal employment



OUR FRIENDS AND DONORS

Heroes of Hope  
#TogetherWeAreStronger

iTHEMBA FRIENDS AND DONORS  

Our friends and donors continue to be the catalyst that enables Focus on iThemba 
to achieve our goals.  We are extremely grateful for each and every gift we have  
received and we are committed to ensure that gifts will bear much fruit in the lives of 
children in the years that lie ahead.

Through strategic insight from key team leaders we have placed much thought and ac-
tion in assisting and ensuring the sustainability of Focus on iThemba. Waterfall Schools 
is a critical part of this greater sustainability programme for the longevity of Focus on 
iThemba. 
 
All	our	finances	are	externally	audited	and	we	are	proud	to	mention	that	once	again	
this year we received an unqualified audit from Baker Tilly Morrison Murray.
Focus	 on	 iThemba	 is	 a	 Public	 Benefit	 Organisation	 (PBO)	 this	 allows	 donations 
received	 to	 be	 tax	 deductible.	 In	 addition	 we	 are	 BBBEE	 compliant	 and	 have	 
up-to-date	BBBEE	certificates	available	to	donors.	

Our Friends from the USA are able to donate through our accredited 501(c)(3) 
educational foundation company, Friends of iThemba, which provides an opportunity 
to receive tax deductions.  To support us and to make a positive difference in the lives 
of children please refer to our contact details on the back page. 

     5 REASONS TO SMILE IN 2019:

Life-altering
positive
change

Over 34 donors and partners had the opportunity to invest in  
the life-changing Project Joy upgrade

We have collaborated and networked with inspiring people

 Our new marketing materials have been widely received and
 effectively used 

We can feel the contagious joy of giving 
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We have enjoyed the exposure we received in the press about 
Project Joy’s transformational journey2



#GrowingHeartsAndMinds

Biodiversity stewardship

INCREDIBLE GROWTH
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Hearing or catching sight of countless creatures above and 
below the ground as they return.
 

Standing in the shade of one of the more than a thousand 
indigenous trees that have been planted on Campus since 2005. 

Experiencing the hope and connection our ideal location brings to 
our	community.	A	‘zipper’	connection.	

1

iTHEMBA CAMPUS

Our 41 acre iThemba Campus continues	 to	 be	 an	 indigenous	 haven	 for	 flora	 and	
fauna. Our landscaping philosophy, driven by Judy van den Heever, embraces 
the abundant diversity of indigenous plant species that we are blessed with in  
KwaZulu-Natal. We hope to cultivate an appreciation and awareness for the diverse 
and unique ecosystem around us, both above and below the ground, bringing 
about	a	sense	of	 ‘Biodiversity	Stewardship’	and	a	responsibility	 towards	 leaving	this	
legacy for those who follow. Through the schools we now have over 700 children and 
their families on campus and we are grateful that many more hearts and minds can 
now appreciate this natural beauty and incredible outlook. 

In November 2019 we were privileged to receive the prestigious award for the Corporate 
Garden	of	The	Year	where	we	placed	first!	Bestowed	upon	by	the	Durban	and	Coast	
Horticultural Society, we consider this an honour to hold. 

    
     5 REASONS TO SMILE IN 2019:

Receiving	first	place	in	the	2019	‘Corporate	Garden	of	the	Year’	
competition, presented by Durban and Coast Horticultural Society.

Breathing	in	our	inspirational	view.
 

“This garden not only takes advantage of the extensive views, 
but it is designed to complement the goals of the organisation. 
The use of a limited plant palette, strongly designed, reinforces 
the vision of the founders and its roots in the African country-
side.”
   Comments: Durban and Coast Horticultural Society



One of our core strengths is our professional team  
who have an inherent passion for non-profit work and  

for making a significant difference to South Africa’s youth.

Danie van den Heever   Focus on iThemba Founder and CEO
Judy van den Heever   Non Executive Director
Ronel Goosen    Director
Gavin Simpkins    Director
Patrick Tsele    Non Executive Director
Rudi van den Heever   Non Executive Director
Anthony Gibb    Non Executive Director

Our Board Members

* Part-time

* Lunga MazekaHeather MacGregor
S O C I A L  W O R K E RO F F I C E  A D M I N I ST R AT O R  &

D O N O R  A S S I STA N T

* Gavin Simpkins Lene Venter
F I N A N C E

Prudence Mbambo
H O U S E K E E P I N G

Tayla-Anne GossHelen Branken* Danie van den Heever
C E O  A N D  F O U N D E R T E A M  L E A D E R B U S I N E S S  M A N AG E R

Busi Khumalo
E C D  M O N I T O R

ST R AT E G I C  V O L U N T E E R

Shelley Barron
M A R K E T I N G  & 

D O N O R  R E L AT I O N S

#PassionLivedOut

Our Team

B-BBEE LEVEL 1
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Say Hello!



Talk to us: 
SOUTH AFRICA - Focus on iThemba:  

Tayla-Anne Goss, Team Leader
Tel: +27 (0) 31 710 1800    072 434 5519     

iThemba Campus, Jacob House, 111 Ngwele Road, Hillcrest, 3610, South Africa 

USA - Friends of iThemba:  
Paul Bagnoli, Treasurer   
Tel: +1 (908) 347 6831

Friends of iThemba, PO Box 127, Ninety Six, South Carolina, 29666-0127, USA 

www.focusonithemba.org     info@focusonithemba.org 
www.facebook.com/focusonithemba    www.instagram.com/focusonithemba
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